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TYING SHOESWITH ONE HAND
Tying shoes with one hand requires
a lot of skill. If you can't do it, you
have to put up with wearing shoes
with alternate closing methods such
as Velcro, rubber handles or other
systems. However, this rarely meets
the preference of fashion-conscious
and independent people.
With the Petertools One-hand Lace,
virtually any lace-up shoe can be
tied easily and quickly without
having to rely on outside help.
The innovative one-hand lace is
fixed on one side of the shoe and
can therefore be tied with one hand.
The knot does not come off on its
own when used correctly, so the
lace is very tight.

The Double bend B keeps the OHL
in position and Bend C holds the
shoelace when tying the second
loop. The two metal pins D1 and
D2 fix the wire and protect the one-
hand lace. The silver metal pin D2
marks the shoelace which is inserted
into the right shoe.

In order for the one-handed tying of
the shoes to succeed, it takes a little
practice. After a few attempts, the
procedure is clear and tying the
shoes gets easier each time. On
one-hand-lace.com find yourself
Video Tutorials and more expla-
nations about the One-hand Lace
(OHL).

BUILT
At the OHL, the one Loop A already
bound and a part is provided with a
wire worked into the lace, which
fulfils three tasks:
1. Fix the OHL on one side.
2. Position the knot and the loops
centrally between the uppermost
eyelets.
3. Hold the OHL while tying the
second loop.

PUTTING THEM ON
Right shoe, Left shoe
With the right shoe, put the OHL
with the silver Metal pin, in the left
shoe the one with the dark metal
pin.
The threading always starts in the
uppermost hole on the outside of
the shoe.

Even/odd pairs of eyelets
For shoes with an even number of
pairs of eyelets, the OHL must be
threaded differently than for shoes
with an odd number of pairs of
eyelets. The graphic on the right
shows the two different types of
* designs.

2. Reintroduce through the opposite
eyelet and execute transversely at
the opposite eyelet.
For footwear with 4 Pairs of eyelets:
with the eyelet above (instead of
across) (see diagram above- half
right).

3. Insert it through the opposite
eyelet again and push it through
when it is over there.
Continue lacing in this way until the
end is extended at the top eyelet.
The shoe can also be laced in
another way as long as the end
emerges opposite the loop.

Odd pairs
of eyelets

Straight
eyelet pairs

1. Insert the OHL at the top eyelet
on the outside of the shoe and run
it through the bottom eyelet on the
same side of the shoe.
Important: Thread in the OHL until
the silver metal pin has been pulled
in so far into the shoe interior that
Bend B is at the eyelet.
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1. Pull the long end under the metal
pin and tighten slightly. If the OHL is
not tight enough, bend C can be
compressed a little and / or the long
end can be passed under the metal
prong twice.

2. Place the OHL across the shoe.
Through the now visible space * take
the second loop to be pulled.

3. Pull the middle part of the OHL
through the gap and tighten the
second loop in the direction of the
first loop.

4. Position the loops and the ends
correctly.

To loosen the laces, pull the unfixed
end and release the OHL from the
fixation with a circular motion.

CUSTOMISE
Lace-up shoes are as individual as
the people who wear them. The
OHL are made to fit most shoes.
If the OHL does not look suitable for
a shoe, it can be adapted relatively
easily:
1. If the knot and the loops were too
close to the inside of the shoe, the
OHL must be attached to Double
bend B and Double bend B with the
help of small pliers closer to Bend C.
2. If the knot and the loops are too
close to the outside of the shoe,
double bend B must be bent
straight and double bend B must be
brought closer to the metal pin D2
with the help of small pliers.
3. If the laces are too long, you can
shorten them with the provided
metal pins, these are included with
sneakers and trekking.

TIPS & TRICKS
The Website one-hand-lace.com
has Tips & Tricks ready for the one-
hand lace. Videos are there to help
with the one-hand lace, adapt it
individually and learn to cope with it
as quickly as possible.
If you have any problems with the
One-hand lace, please contact
info@petertools.life.

The One-hand Lace City suitable for all
lace-up shoes with 6, 8 or 10 eyelets
with min. 2.5 mm diameter.

The One-hand Lace Sneakers suitable
for sneakers and sports shoes.

The One-hand Lace Trekking suitable
for hiking and mountain shoes.

The one-hand lace is not suitable for
Shoes with open leading or hooks.

Sneakers and Trekking are manufac-
tured in one unit length and must be
shortened if necessary and provided
with the enclosed metal pins.

Feedback and Suggestions
Feedback, testimonials and suggestions
are welcome info@petertools.life.
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